explains how to construct \almost" eigenvectors with local sine waves. The corresponding \almost" eigenvalues are given by a \time-varying" spectrum. This intuitive introduction is formalized in section 2.2 by de ning locally stationary processes as processes whose covariance operators are well compresses in a particular local cosine basis. Section 2.3 proves that pseudo-di erential covariance operators are locally stationary. Such processes may also be constructed by ltering a white noise with a time-varying lter whose properties are speci ed in section 2.3.
2.1. Time-varying spectrum. Let X(t) be a real valued zero-mean process with covariance R(t; s) = E fX(t)X(s)g:
The covariance operator is de ned for any f 2 L 2 (R) by Tf(t) = Z +1 ?1 R(t; s)f(s)ds: (1) The inner product < f; X >= Z +1 ?1 f(t)X(t)dt is a random variable which is linear combination of the process values at di erent times. For any f; g 2 L 2 (R), the covariance operator gives the cross-correlation Ef< f; X) >< g; X > g =< Tf; g > : (2) The covariance can be expressed from the distance between t and s and the mid-point position R(t; s) = C 0 ( t + s 2 ; t ? s): 
The time-varying spectrum 0 (u; !) is a real function because C 0 (u; v) is real and C 0 (u; v) = C 0 (u; ?v). The \spectrum" denomination should be taken carefully because 0 (u; !) is generally not equal to the eigenvalues of T. It may in fact takes negative values whereas T is a positive symmetrical operator whose spectrum is therefore always positive. If the X(t) is stationary, the convolution operator is diagonalized by the complex exponentials e ?i! . In this case the true spectrum of T is For locally stationary processes, we show with a rst order approximation argument that for any (x; ), 0 (x; ) is approximatively an eigenvalue of T. An approximate eigenvector x; is constructed with complex exponentials e ?i t localized over the interval of stationarity x ? l(x) 2 ; x + l(x) 2 ], so that T x; (t) 0 (x; ) x; (t):
Let g x (t) be a C 1 window whose support is x ? l(x) 2 ; x + l(x) 2 ] and x; (t) = g x (t)e i t : (7) T x; (t) = Z +1 2 ; x + l(x) 2 ] and C 0 ( t+s 2 ; t ? s) has a fast decay in t?s, C 0 ( t+s 2 ; t?s) x; (s) is non-negligible only when t+s 2 2 x?l(x); x+l(x)]. Since C(u; v) varies smoothly in u over this interval, we can freeze the rst variable which yields T x; (t) ? 2 l(x) ; + 2 l(
]:
Changing modi es the center position of this rectangle as indicated in Figure 1 . To show that T x; (t) (x; ) x; (t), we used the fact that 0 (t; !) is approximatively constant over the timefrequency support of x; . This is a crucial property for locally stationary processes. Following this simple derivation, it is very tempting to look for the exact eigenvectors of the operator T. The characterization of a class of operators through eigenvectors is however very unstable. Indeed, when the eigenvalues are close, slight modi cations of the operator may completely modify the eigenvectors. In most cases, the eigenvectors are complicated functions that are also di cult to be used to characterize the properties of T.
2.2. Local Cosine Approximations. Instead of looking for the exact diagonalization of the covariance operator T, we construct orthogonal bases of approximate eigenvectors. Let f n g n2N 5 be an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R). Any f 2 L 2 (R) can be decomposed into
The covariance operator is characterized by the matrix coe cients f< T n ; m >g (n;m)2N 2 . The decomposition coe cients of Tf in f n g n2N are obtained with the matrix multiplication Tf(t) = X n X m < T m ; n >< f; m > ! n (t): (8) In a basis of approximate eigenvectors, the matrix coe cients < T m ; n > have a fast decay when jn ? mj increases.
We saw that approximate eigenvectors of T are obtained by translating windows g x (t) modulated with e i t . The attempt to construct an orthogonal basis of L 2 (R) with such atoms meets a dead-end called the Balian-Law theorem. This theorem proves that one can not construct a stable basis of L 2 (R) by translating and modulating a smooth window g(t) that is well localized in time.
However, this obstacle is avoided by replacing e i t by a cosine modulation. A window modulated by cosine with a phase can be written x; (t) = g x (t) cos( t + ) = 1 2 (e i x; (t) + e ?i x;? (t)): It is also an approximate eigenvector. Indeed 0 (x; ? ) = 0 (x; ), so (6) 
The support of g p (t) and g p?1 (t) intersect in a p ? p ; a p + p ]. Over this interval both windows must be symmetrical with respect to a p g p (t) = g p?1 (2a p ? t):
The windows fg p (t)g p2Z are also designed to cover uniformly the time axis 8t 2 R ; +1 X n=?1 jg p (t)j 2 = 1: but this convention has the advantage to associate an exact partition of the time-frequency plane to any local cosine orthogonal basis f p;k (t)g p2Z;k2N , as shown in Figure 3 .
The following de nition imposes that locally stationary processes has a covariance operator that is well compressed in at least one local cosine basis. such that there exists < 1 and A > 0 so that for any p 6 = q max(l p ; l q ) min(l p ; l q ) Ajp ? qj ; (14) and for all n 2 N we can nd L n that satis es 8(p; q; k; j) 2 Z 2 N 2 ; j < T p;k ; q;j > j L n (1 + jp ? qj n )(1 + j max(l p ; l q )( p;k ? q;j )j n ) : (15) The parameters l p specify approximatively the support size of the windows g p (t) and thus measure the the intervals of approximate stationarity of X(t). Condition (14) imposes that l p should have a relatively slow variation in time. Condition (15) imposes that j < T p;k ; q;j > j has a fast decay when the distance between time and frequency supports of p;k and q;j increases. It means that T p;k is a function that is localized in the same time-frequency region as p;k .
The covariance T is not diagonal in the local cosine basis but we can approximate it with a symmetrical sparse operator B K constructed by keeping only the coe cients < T p;k ; q;j > when p;k and q;j are in the same time-frequency neighborhood. Replacing p;k and q;j by their expression (13) suggest to de ne < B K p;k ; q;j >= The function l(x) speci es the size of the neighborhood of x in which X(t) is approximatively stationary. When l(t) = l is a constant, the covariance operator T whose symbol satis es (21) is a classical pseudo-di erential operator. It is well known 7] that such pseudo-di erential operators are well compressed in a local cosine basis where all windows have a constant size l p = l. When l(t) varies and potentially grows to +1, the symbol condition (21) de nes a larger and non-standard class of scaled pseudo-di erential operators.
The proof of appendix B constructs an appropriate local cosine basis in which T satis es the o -diagonal decay conditions (15) 8(p; q; k; j) 2 Z 2 N 2 ; j < T p;k ; q;j > j L n (1 + jp ? qj n )(1 + j max(l p ; l q )( p;k ? q;j )j n ) :
The local cosine windows g p (t) cover intervals a p ; a p+1 ] whose length l p are speci ed by l(t). We set a 0 = 0 and if p > 0 l p = a p+1 ? a p = l(a p ): whereas if p < 0 l p = a p+1 ? a p = l(a p+1 ): The conditions (22,23) guarantees that the window lengths l p satisfy the slow variation condition (14) imposed by the locally stationary de nition. As indicated by the rst order argument of section 2.1, the proof can be interpreted as the construction of local cosine functions de ned such that 1 (t; !) remains approximatively constant over their time-frequency support.
The stationarity measure l(t) is not uniquely speci ed by 1 (t; !). When constructing the local cosine windows, we would however like that the coe cients j < T p;k ; q;j > j have the fastest possible o -diagonal decay to approximate as well as possible T with a sparse operator B K . The constant L n that appear in (24) grows with the values of B k;j of (21). It is thus important to guarantee that these constant values B p;k are small and if possible remain uniformly bounded for all k and p. In many cases, we can choose l(x) to be proportional to 1 sup !2R j@ t 1 (x; !)j ; which measures a neighborhood of x in which 1 (t; !) has a variation of at most 1, at all !.
2.4. Time-Varying Filter of White Noises. Stationary processes are obtained by ltering a white noise with a time invariant lter. We can thus expect that a locally stationary process can be synthesized by ltering a white noise with an appropriate time-varying lter. This approach to non stationary processes has initially been studied by Priestley 2] . By imposing that the time-varying lter is a pseudo-di erential operator, we prove that the resulting process is locally stationary.
The Cramer representation of stationary processes X(t) proves that X(t) can be decomposed
where Z(!) has uncorrelated spectral increments
This can be interpreted as a ltering of a white noise with a time-invariant lter L de ned for any The covariance is thus related to the time-varying lter by T = LL t ; (28) where L t is the adjoint operator. In other words, L is a \square root" of the positive symmetrical operator T. There exists an in nite number of such square roots. If L is solution of (28) then for any U such that UU t = I, LU is also a solution of (28). Observe that the real time-varying spectrum 0 ( t+s 2 ; !) de ned in (4) also satis es R(t; s) = 1 2 Z +1 ?1 0 ( t + s 2 ; !)e i!(t?s) d!; however A(t; !)A (s; !) is generally not equal to 0 ( t+s 2 ; !). In particular, jA(t; !)j 2 is always positive whereas 0 (t; !) is not. To uniquely de ne A(t; !), Priestley imposes that its inverse Fourier transform of A(t; !) with respect to ! is maximally concentrated around zero 3]. This is also equivalent to impose a maximum smoothness conditions on A(t; !) with respect to !. When trying to estimate the evolutionary spectrum jA(t; !)j 2 , there is however no guarantee that we do estimate the maximally smooth kernel. The non-uniqueness of the \evolutionary spectrum" has always remained a major pitfall of Priestey's approach, and we rather work directly with the covariance operator which is uniquely de ned.
Benassi, Ja ard and Roux 1] have studied a class of non-stationary processes, produced by elliptic pseudo-di erential time-varying lters with a symbol A(t; !) having weak regularity conditions. The resulting processes include the particular class of fractional Brownian motions and are well adapted to study multi-fractal processes. These processes are generally not locally stationary. Benassi, Ja ard and Roux 1] have proved that their covariance operator is well compressed in an orthogonal wavelet basis. In the following, we give su cient conditions on the symbol A(t; !) to guarantee that X(t) is locally stationary. As opposed to Benassi, Ja ard and Roux processes, locally stationary processes are not well compressed in a wavelet basis but they are well compressed in an appropriate local cosine basis. is a locally stationary process. The proof of this theorem is given in appendix C. It is very similar to the proof of theorem 2.3. Indeed, the derivation of theorem 2.3 does not use explicitly the fact that the covariance operator is symmetrical. It thus proves that the operator L given in (27) is represented by a matrix which satis es the fast o -diagonal decay conditions (15) in an appropriate local cosine basis. Since the matrix of L has a fast o -diagonal decay in this basis, the adjoint L t which is represented by the transposed matrix has also a fast o -diagonal decay. The covariance operator T = LL t is represented by the product of these two matrices. We verify that the coe cients of the product matrix also satisfy the decay conditions (15) of de nition 1. This proves that X(t) is a locally stationary process.
A simple class of time-varying lters L are obtained by varying the scale, amplitude and frequency modulation of a time-invariant linear lter. Let h(t) be the impulse response of a lowpass lter which is a Schwartz function. Its Fourier transformĥ(!) has its energy concentrated at low frequencies. We de ne A(t; !) = a(t)ĥ( (t)! ? (t)): To guarantee that the partial derivatives with respect to t satisfy (29) for some l(t), we must impose some smoothness conditions on a(t), (t) and (t). If a(t) and (t) are constant and if for all k > 1 j@ k t (t)j j@ t (t)j 1 then the reader can verify that the partial derivative conditions (29) are satis ed for
j@ t (t)j ; as long as j@ t (t)j > > 0 and j (t)j > . The constant values B k;j are then uniformly bounded for all k and j. 3. Estimation of Covariance Operators. A full covariance matrix can not be estimated reliably from few realizations of the process. However, if we can nd a basis in which the covariance operator is well approximated by a sparse matrix, it is possible to considerably reduce the variance of the estimation by computing only the non-zero coe cients. For example, locally stationary processes are well approximated by a sparse matrix in an appropriate local cosine basis, whose windows depend upon the size l(t) of stationarity intervals. However, we generally do not know in advance l(t). It is thus necessary to estimate the basis in which the covariance operator is well approximated by a sparse matrix as well as the sparse non-zero covariance coe cients. We study this problem in its full generality and present a best basis search algorithm which optimizes an additive energy measure. To simply the explanations, we suppose that the sparse matrix is a band matrix, although this condition is not required by the best basis search.
3.1. Approximation of Covariance Operators. From N independent realizations fX k (t)g 1 n N of a zero mean process X(t), we want to compute an estimationT of the covariance operator T which yields a small expected error EfkT ?Tk 2 o g: By controlling the operator norm kT ?Tk o , we also bound the maximum error between the eigenvalues of the estimated operatorT and the true covariance operator T. Let n and~ n be the eigenvalues respectively of T andT . A standard linear algebra theorem proves that inf k j~ n ? k j kT ?Tk o 
Let f n g n2N be an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R). A simple but naive algorithm computesT by estimating all the matrix coe cients a n;m =< T n ; m >= Ef< X; n >< X; m > g with the sample meanã
The sample mean estimator is clearly unbiased Efã n;m g = a n;m : The following standard lemma gives its variance if X(t) is a Gaussian process.
Lemma 3.1. If X(t) is a Gaussian process then Efjã n;m j 2 g = (1 + 1 N )ja n;m j 2 + 1 N a n;n a m;m ;
and thus Efjã n;m ? a n;m j 2 g = 1 N (ja n;m j 2 + a n;n a m;m ):
Proof:
Ef< X k ; n >< X k ; n >< X k ; m > < X k ; m > g
Ef< X k ; n >< X k ; m > gEf< X l ; n >< X l ; m > g:
Each < X k ; n > are Gaussian random variables and for all k Ef< X k ; n >< X k ; m > g = a n;m : If Applying this result to (37) yields Efjã n;m j 2 g = 1 N 2 N(a n;n a m;m + 2a 2 n;m ) + 1 N 2 (N 2 ? N)a 2 n;m 14 which proves (35). Since Efjã n;m ? a n;m j 2 g = Efã 2 n;m g ? Efa 2 n;m g, we derive (36). 2 LetT be the estimated operator whose matrix coe cients in f n g n2N are <T n ; m >=ã n;m :
The matrix coe cients of the estimation errorT ? T areã n;m ? a n;m . The previous lemma proves that if X(t) is Gaussian then Ef(ã n;m ? a n;m ) 2 g does not only depend upon a n;m but also on the diagonal values a n;n and a m;m . Even though a n;m may decay quickly to zero when jn?mj increases, since Ef(ã n;m ? a n;m ) 2 g a n;n a m;m N
the expected error remains large if the diagonal coe cients are large. The amplitude of all error coe cientsã n;m ? a n;m accumulate and yield a very large operator error EfkT ?Tk o g.
To avoid this accumulation, one can approximate T with the estimated coe cients in a band of size K around the diagonal. Let B K be the band operator obtained by setting to zero all coe cients a n;m of T such that jn ? mj > K < B K n ; m >= ( a n;m if jn ? mj K 0 otherwise
The estimated coe cients in this band of width 2K + 1 de ne an estimated band operator <B K n ; m >= (ã n;m if jn ? mj K 0 otherwise
Since Efã n;m g = a n;m , we derive that EfB K g = B K : The error when estimating T withB K is the sum of the bias due to the di erence between T and B K and the variance of the estimator of B K EfkT ?B K k 2 o g = kT ? B K k 2 o + EfkB K ?B K k 2 o g:
The average norm EfkB K ?B K k o g varies typically like (2K+1) p N . Indeed, Ef(a n;m ?ã n;m ) 2 g is proportional to 1 N and (38) show that these coe cients do not decay o -diagonal within the band. The norm is thus proportional to the band width 2K +1. This shows that the variance term increases when K increases. On the other hand, the bias kT ? B K k 2 o decreases when K increases since the approximation band gets larger. An optimal choice for K is the result of a trade-o between the bias and variance terms. When the number of realizations N is very small, which is the case in many applications, the best choice is often K = 0 because the variance term dominates.
3.2. Best Basis Selection. The covariance operators of some processes is well approximated by a band matrix in a particular basis that is chosen among limited dictionary. For locally stationary processes, this dictionary is composed of local cosine bases constructed with windows of varying sizes.
Let D = fB g 2? be a dictionary of orthonormal bases B = f n g n2N of L 2 (R). We denote the matrix coe cients of T in B a n;m =< T n ; m > : 
The estimator tr(B K 2 ) is biased but its maximization is a good indicator to maximize tr(B K 2 ).
We denote B~ the approximate \best" basis which maximizes the estimated coe cients energy tr(B~ K 2 ) = sup 2? tr(B K 2 ):
The index~ is an estimator of the best basis index such that tr(B K ) is maximum. 
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We call admissible binary tree any binary tree whose nodes have either 0 or 2 children. We denote by the index set of the nodes (j; p) of a particular admissible binary tree. One can verify that the windows fg j p (t)g (j;p)2 de nes a partition of the interval 0; M] into dyadic intervals of varying sizes. Figure 5 gives two examples of admissible binary tree and their corresponding window decomposition of the interval 0; M]. One can derive from the local cosine theorem 2.1 that Since tr(D 2 ) is an additive measure over the local cosine coe cients of an admissible binary tree, we can use the fast dynamical programming algorithm of Coifman and Wickerhauser to nd the best basis (admissible binary tree) which maximizes its. The dynamical programming algorithm uses a bottom up strategy which progressively constructs the best admissible tree by comparing the energy of the estimated local cosine coe cients of a tree node and its two children. The best basis B~ is found with O(M log 2 M) operations.
To guarantee that a local cosine basis compresses the covariance operator of a locally stationary process, the proof of theorem 2.3 shows that one must also insure that the local cosine windows g p (t) have smooth raising and decaying pro les. These pro les should vary over intervals of size 2 p and 2 p+1 that are of the same order as the length of the interval a p ; a p+1 ] covered by g p (t).
All local windows included in the binary tree have raising and decaying intervals of same length equal to 2 . This condition is necessary in order to freely combine any window with any other one when constructing a local cosine basis. The parameter 2 is also the minimum window size at the bottom of the binary tree. It is thus typically small in front of M. This means that the large windows at the top of the binary tree have a raising and decaying intervals that are much smaller than the interval size that they cover (see Figure 6 ). These windows do not have a good uniform smoothness. Once the best basis B~ is selected, it is however possible to modify the raising and decaying pro les of the windows to guarantee a maximum smoothness. The best basis choice decomposes the interval 0; M] in dyadic size intervals that we denote a p ; a p+1 ]. Over these best basis intervals, we construct a new local cosine basis where asymmetrical windows are designed with pro les that are raising and decaying on the largest possible intervals given the constraint of the neighborhood windows. This design is explained at the beginning of appendix B and is illustrated in Figure 6 The numerical computations are performed on the locally stationary process synthesized by 22 ltering a white noise with a the time-varying lter described in section 2.4. Figure 7 shows one realization of this locally stationary process and The left gure of Fig. 8 t (time) ! (frequency) Fig. 8 . The left gure is the theorectical local power spectrum 0(t; !) for the example shown in Fig. 7 . The right gure is the estimated local power spectrum 0(t; !) based on 1000 realizations. estimated best basis for 1000, 5 and 1 realizations. Figure 9 shows the time-frequency tiling of the estimated best basis for 1000 realizations. Each box represents the time frequency localization of a basis function. The color codes the amplitude of the corresponding estimated diagonal local cosine variance coe cientsã j p;k . Red corresponds to large amplitude values whereas blue indicate smaller amplitudes. Table 1 This separates the error of the estimated best basis from the error of the estimated coe cients in this best basis, as if they were uncorrelated. As expected, EfkD~ ?D~ k 2 g is inversely proportional to N. On the other hand, EfkT ? D~ k 2 g decrease with N, which means that we do get more reliable estimates of the true best basis when the number of realizations increases, and it converges to a constant value which is the operator error in the best basis B . For N ?, EfkT ? D~ k 2 g is negligible in front of EfkD~ ?D~ k 2 g. This means that the error introduced by approximating the Karhunen-Loeve basis with the best local cosine basis is negligible compared to the error due to the estimation of the diagonal coe cients. The total error EfkT ?B~ 0 k 2 g is of course much smaller than the error EfkT ?Tk 2 g obtained by estimating directly each matrix coe cient in a Dirac basis. Indeed, EfkT ?Tk 2 g is proportional to 1 N multiplied by the full covariance matrix size M 2 , which is huge. The variance error EfkD~ ?D~ k 2 g can often be reduced by performing a local average on the estimated diagonal coe cients ofD~ . This relies on an priori assumption on the smoothness of the diagonal coe cients of B~ 0 which is not always true for all locally stationary processes. Indeed, we impose that locally stationary processes are well compressed in a local cosine bases but we do not impose a priori any smoothness condition on the diagonal coe cient. The same issue appears when estimating the spectrum of stationary processes with a tapering technique. The smoothing of the \time-varying" spectrum of non-stationary processes has been studied by Riedel 4] . For these numerical experiments, we designed a simple time-frequency averaging that is however not optimal in any sense. In our numerical computations K(t) is a Gaussian kernel whose variance is chosen depending upon the desired amount of smoothing. This depends upon the variance of the estimatorsã j p;k and the expected smoothness of the diagonal coe cients.
We denote byD~ the diagonal operator in the basis B~ whose diagonal coe cients are set to be the smoothed estimatesâ j p;k de ned by (46). The last column of 
The discrete version of X(t) is given as follows. Let t n = n t, s n = n t, n = 0; 1; ; N ? 1 and Fig. 9 . Fig. 10 shows the estimated 0 based on 1000 realizations without modifying the rising cuto window as explained in x4.2. We see clearly the border problem. Fig. 11 display the time-frequency tiling on the best basis expansion based on one realization. Fig. 12 is the same gure with smoothing on the estimated coe cients in the best basis expansion. Table 1 modifying the rising cuto window in the best basis. Table 1 The estimation errors of the covariance operator for di erent number of realizations.T is the unbiased estimator of T based on the naive method. Other symbols are the same as described in the text. ? L < z < 0:
Here, t is time, z is the spacial variable, c(z) is the the sound speed, u (z) and p (z) are the absorption coe cients, and (z) is the impedance. We also assume that the source f(t) is located at z = 0 + . Let (z) and (z) be the density and the compressibility. Then c(z) and (z) relates to (z) where > 0 is a parameter depends on c 0 and the statistics of the noise (z) and (z) Fig. 13 shows one realization of the density (z) and the sound speed choosen in this experiment. The absorption coe cients u and p are choosen to be zero. Fig. 14 is the source function f(t). Fig. 15 shows a simulation of the re ected signal R f (t) by solving the equation (60). Fig. 16 is the local power spectrum estimation compared to the theorectical local power spectrum based on 20 realizations. In this gure, each curve is renormalized so that the area under the curve is one. This shows the qualitative comparisons. 5.3. Marine Data. In this section we show a set of seismic marine data collected o the coast of Louisiana. The sound source was generated by airgun. There are total 48 o sets. The distance between two o sets is 0:067 km and the distance between the rst o set and the sound source is 0:267 km. The time sampling rate for each o set is 250 samples per seconds. Fig. 17 shows the graphs for these 48 traces. Fig. 18 shows the rst 1024 data points of the 11 th and the 22 th trace. The rst arrival time for each trace is measured by the local maxima of the absolute values of the amplitude. The relation between the arrival time and the o set can be ted by = 2 q r 2 =4 + h 2 =v where is the rst arrival time (traval time), r is the o set (sec.), h and v are two parameters. For this data set, we found that h = 633m and v = 1541m=s. After shifting the each trace to left by the corrsponding rst arrival time, we obtain the set of locally stationary processes. We then apply the local cosin analysis to obtain the local power spectrum of each trace. Fig. 19 and 20 show the time-frequency tilings of the best bases selected for the 11 th and the 22 th traces. 
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A. Proof of theorem 2.2. We denote l s = max(l p ; l q ) and l i = min(l p ; l q ). If we insert (84) in (15) The proof of the theorem is now based on the Schur's lemma, that is stated below.
Lemma A.1 (Shur). Let U be an operator and f n g n2N be an orthonormal basis with u n;m =< U n ; m >. If The proofs of (64) and (65) are identical since U is a symmetrical operator. It is based on the following properties whose proof are left to the reader. B. Proof of Theorem 2.3. We construct a local cosine basis in which the covariance operator T is well compressed. The rst part of the proof de nes this local cosine basis and analyzes its properties. In the second part, we prove that the covariance coe cients have a fast decay in this basis.
The real line is segmented in intervals a p ; a p+1 ]. We set a 0 = 0 and if p > 0 a p+1 = a p + l(a p ): The raising a decaying pro les are speci ed by dilating a C 1 function (t) such that The window g p (t) is de ned by g p (t) = 
